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International Education
for a Global Career

BINUS INTERNATIONAL in cooperation with:

2 out of 3 BINUS INTERNATIONAL graduates 
work in GLOBAL COMPANIES
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Prof. Dr. Ir. Harjanto Prabowo, MM
Rector

Welcome

In 2001, we established BINUS INTERNATIONAL to meet the future needs and 
the pressure of globalization on businesses and job markets.

We add an international flavor into BINUS INTERNATIONAL's experience, 
and can serve as an alternative to studying abroad. We provide high quality 
education by combining BINUS UNIVERSITY's industry–relevant teaching 
with international education, through partnerships with reputable overseas 
universities. 

In collaboration with many prominent universities throughout the world, 
we deliver international experience to our students through student exchanges, 
twinning programs, short courses, guest lectures and internships. 

Our university not only is the first university in Indonesia to be ISO accredited, 
our current investment and relationship with SAP further strengthens our 
infrastructure to take our institution to greater heights in the 21st century.

We hope this valuable information can provide you with a comprehensive 
picture of the strength and excellence that BINUS INTERNATIONAL has 
in preparing its graduates to meet the challenges of the global business era. 

 

"Internationalization is part of 
the journey of BINA NUSANTARA 
Group in becoming a world–class 
knowledge institution."

More than 30 years since its establishment, BINUS is commit to 
enlightening the nation through higher education.

This commitment has turned BINUS UNIVERSITY into a prominent 
private higher education institution in Indonesia. Many of our 
students have gone on to become successful professionals 
and entrepreneurs. We take pride in the innovative work of 
our students and many of their academic achievements on the 
national and international stages. These are only a few indicators 
of the extraordinary success that BINUS UNIVERSITY has 
achieved.

BINUS offers an industry–needs based curriculum by actively 
conducting multi–faceted coalitions with foreign universities, 
world–renowned industries and enterprises such as CISCO, 
Microsoft, SAP, ORACLE, IBM and many more, as well as bringing 
Indonesia’s popular lifestyle and culture to other nations.
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Firdaus A. Alamsjah, Ph.D
The Executive Dean & Provost

Greetings from
BINUS INTERNATIONAL

We are pleased to welcome you all to BINUS INTERNATIONAL and delighted that you have 
shown your interest in BINUS INTERNATIONAL to pursue your bachelor degree, as it will 
mark the beginning of your journey of educational excellence. 

We are passionate to transform our graduates to become more global, more innovative, 
and be better individuals. Currently 1 out of 2 new graduates are either accepted to work 
at global companies, or become entrepreneur, and it will be 2 out of 3 by the time you 
graduate. This 50% of our new graduates are accepted in multinational companies or 
prominent Indonesian companies.
 
More Global
As of this year’s cohort, all of our graduates must have international experience, such as: 
a double degree, study abroad, immersion, international projects, or overseas internship. 
Currently our faculty members have 10 different nationalities and our students come from 
25 different countries.  Every year we welcome more than 60 exchange students from 
various countries. 

More Innovative
We just launched our Center for Innovation and Entrepreneurship and a new curriculum 
that we call Innopeda. This curriculum will develop an innovation mindset and culture in 
each of our students. 

More Relevant
You will experience our new internship program for at least one semester in our partner 
companies. This beyond classroom experience will make our students more confident 
when they graduate.

We wish you all the best on your journey through university life.

Indonesia
at a Glance
The world’s fourth most populous country, one of 
the world’s 20 economic powerhouses, Southeast 
Asia’s largest economy, and the third largest 
democracy, Indonesia is Asia’s new rising star.

As the largest archipelago in the world, Indonesia consist of five 
main islands – Sumatra, Java, Kalimantan, Sulawesi and Papua and is 
divided into 33 provinces. Indonesia has more than 17,000 islands of 
which about 6,000 are inhabited. 

This rich inheritance has created forms of arts and culture which are 
acknowledged world–wide. As a mystical, beautiful island nation with a 
myriad of cultures, Indonesia has attracted many visitors throughout 
the years. We invite you to savor the beauty and experience the 
culture and engage in travel throughout Indonesia. 
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GROWTH

Jakarta is listed as a global city in the 2008 
Globalization and World Cities Study Group and 
Network (GaWC) research. In 2011 the growth of 
the economy of Jakarta was ranked 17th among 
the world's 200 largest cities, a jump from its 
2007 ranking of 171. Jakarta has grown more 
rapidly than Kuala Lumpur, Beijing and Bangkok.

MULTI CULTURAL

Many domestic immigrants bring their various 
languages, dialects, foods and customs, adding 
to the cultural mix of the city. Its population 
comprises all the ethnic groups in the Indonesian 
archipelago, living under the national motto: 
Bhineka Tunggal Ika, meaning: Unity in Diversity.

HISTORY

Established in the fourth century, the 
city became an important trading 
port for the Kingdom of Sunda. It 
was the de facto capital of the Dutch 
East Indies (known as Batavia at that 
time) and has continued as the capital 
of Indonesia since the country's 
independence was declared in 1945.

LOCATION

Located on the northwest coast 
of Java, Jakarta is the country's 
economic, cultural and political centre. 
The official metropolitan area, known 
as Jabodetabek (a name formed 
by combining the initial syllables of 
Jakarta, Bogor, Depok, Tangerang and 
Bekasi), is the second largest in the 
world, yet the metropolis' suburbs still 
continue beyond it. 

GATEWAY

The city is the seat of the ASEAN Secretariat. 
Jakarta is served by the Soekarno–Hatta 
International Airport, Halim Perdanakusuma 
International Airport, and Tanjung Priok Harbor; 
it is connected by several intercity and commuter 
railways, and served by several bus lines running 
on reserved busways.

Jakarta, officially known as the 
Special Capital Region of Jakarta 
(Indonesian: Daerah Khusus Ibu Kota 
Jakarta), is the capital and largest 
city of Indonesia, and one of the most 
populous urban agglomerations in 
the world. Jakarta is also the center 
for high quality higher education 
institutions of an international 
standard, such as: BINUS. 

Why
Jakarta?

Thus, living in 
Jakarta is the best 
decision for one to 
have greater access 
to high quality 
education and an 
opportunity to work 
in a multinational 
company.

Reasons to Choose
BINUS INTERNATIONAL

For more than 33 years, BINA NUSANTARA (BINUS) has been 
well–regarded as an education provider committed to contributing 
services and innovations with the aim of furthering education 
in Indonesia. BINUS has become one of the leading education 
providers in Indonesia which offer information technology– 
based education.

The BINUS education family has all levels of courses, from 
kindergarten programs all the way up to doctorate degrees. 
BINUS continues to innovate and embraces future prospects with 
solid foundations, high dedication and a clear vision of its destiny. 
Each step forward is a realization of that vision to be “A world–
class knowledge institution, in continuous pursuit of innovation 
and enterprise.”

The world is progressing at a rapid rate. Lifestyles, trends and 
technology are all becoming more dynamic. Thus, when it comes 
to choosing an institution of higher learning for your children, it 
is important that you choose one that helps them deal with future 
challenges. It is vital for your children to enroll in a university that 
will shape them into global citizens with global competence and 
local insights, enabling them to become successful members of 
our future society.
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BINUS INTERNATIONAL, established in 2001, understands the future needs and 
the pressure of globalization on businesses and the job market. 

BINUS INTERNATIONAL, our sister university has more than 30 years of 
experience in providing leading education. BINUS INTERNATIONAL adds an 
international flavor to that experience, and can serve as an alternative to 
studying abroad.

It provides high quality education by combining BINUS UNIVERSITY’s industry 
– relevant teaching with international education through partnerships with 
reputable overseas universities. By immersing in our culturally diverse 
education environment, our students gain memorable and valuable learning 
experience to carry them forward in their careers for many years to come.

With a dual–degree system, BINUS INTERNATIONAL enables students to obtain 
two undergraduate titles at the end of the program (a Sarjana qualification from 
BINUS and a Bachelors degree from our partner universities).

A world–class knowledge 
institution, in continuous 
pursuit of innovation 
and enterprise.

FOR PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS

At BINUS INTERNATIONAL, you will spend the 
days of your study along with your fellow friends 
in a conducive, city campus environment. Here 
are glimpses of what you would experience here 
as a student:

Focused Learning

We prioritize the need of each and every student 
for a more focused learning process. Each class 
has limited seats to ensure that each and every 
student receives the utmost attention from their 
lecturers. With fewer students in each class there 
is a connection between the lecturer and the 
students, thus, ensuring their pathway to
a brighter future.

from other BINUS institutions. As the campus is located 
in the center of a business and entertainment area, there 
are many places to hang out with friends. Walk across from 
the campus and you’ll be at the number one BINUSIAN 
hang–out, Senayan City Mall. It is an entertainment and 
lifestyle center with numerous shops and various events. 
Walk a bit further and you’ll be at Plaza Senayan, a mall 
with a different, more urbane ambience. In the vicinity 
outside the campus are other facilities such as 7–Eleven, 
Snapy Print Shop, Boxmart, and more to serve you and 
to keep you entertained throughout your study years. 
Since 2001, BINUS INTERNATIONAL has produced 

Location and Access

BINUS INTERNATIONAL is located in the Senayan area, the center of business and 
entertainment for South Jakarta which means that there are various ways for everyone 
to get there. For those of you who prefer to travel in your own vehicle, the two main roads 
of Jl. Jend. Sudirman and Jl. Asia Afrika will take you directly to the campus area. The 
JWC campus is also close to Jakarta’s signature public transport, the TransJakarta busway 
network. 

With its station located in most areas of Jakarta, you could travel from almost anywhere 
in Jakarta and alight at Ratu Plaza, which is only a short walk away from the campus area. 
The campus is highly reachable from the other BINUS institutions and facilities such as the 
BINUS SQUARE – Hall of Residence. This means you can expand your network and make 
friends not only with people from BINUS INTERNATIONAL, but also with other students 

BINUS 
INTERNATIONAL 

is ready to fulfill 
the need for 
quality education 
of international 
standards in the 
Sudirman area.

Activities Galore

There are various kinds of clubs run by the students, each 
with its own engaging activities that fill up your days with 
fun and excitement. Avid readers will enjoy the library with 
its collection while outgoing personalities could chill at the 
student lounge, mingle with fellow BINUSIANs, or enjoy a 
game of ping–pong with students and lecturers alike!

Menggunakan
stock foto

(yang sudah ada)

You never run out 
of things to do 
in or outside the 
campus of BINUS 
INTERNATIONAL.
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high–quality graduates and it is continuing to develop the next generation of students. 
BINUS INTERNATIONAL is ready to fulfill the need for quality education of international 
standards in the Sudirman area. BINUS INTERNATIONAL's fX campus has opened in South 
Jakarta, just a few minutes away from the BINUS INTERNATIONAL campus in Senayan.

EPAS is an international program accreditation system operated by EFMD. It aims 
to evaluate the quality of any business and/or management program that has an 
international perspective and, where of an appropriately high quality, to accredit it.

The process involves an in-depth review of individual programs through international 
comparison and benchmarking. The process considers a wide range of program aspects 
including:

• The market positioning of the program nationally and internationally
• The strategic position of the program within its institution
• The design process including assessment of stakeholder requirements – particularly     
   students and employers
• The program objectives and intended learning outcomes
• The curriculum content and delivery system
• The extent to which the program has an international focus and a balance
   between academic and managerial dimensions
• The depth and rigour of the assessment processes
   (relative to the degree level of the program)
• The quality of the student body and of the program’s graduates
• The institution’s resources allocated to support the program
• The appropriateness of the faculty that deliver the program
• The quality of the alumni and their career progression

BINUS INTERNATIONAL is the first Indonesian institution that receives this 
accreditation. It is awarded in October 2014.

Source : www.efmd.org/accreditation-main/Epas

Students don’t need to worry over things that might distract them from focusing fully 
on their studies because BINUS INTERNATIONAL provides support services such as the 
Student Services Desk, Students and Alumni Relations, and English Language Services. 
Students can expect academic and non–academic support services during and after 
completion of their programs at BINUS INTERNATIONAL.

The Student Service Desk is your first stop for questions and support. Staff members are 
ready to assist you, whether it be a registration process, assignment collection, or making 
an appointment with a lecturer – they are always willing to help with a friendly smile. 

Many students visit English Language Services (ELS) to seek support with their English. 
ELS is comprised of English lecturers from many different countries who are always ready 
to resolve your problems regarding the English language, academic writing, and much 
more. ELS also provides regular English Clinics and events in English.

Student Support

Quality Assurance in Education

International Accounting and Finance

13
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We strive to produce 2 out of 3 graduates who are ready to work in 
multinational companies or become entrepreneurs. In order to do 
that, BINUS INTERNATIONAL supports a great learning experience:

Classroom 
Learning Experience

Our small class sizes of up to 30 
students create a convenient 2 way 
communication. A student centered 
approach is at the heart of our 
teaching process and enables us 
to apply innovative pedagogical 
concepts.

Soft Skills Experience

Aside from academic performance, 
students are expected to further their 
social–life skills by participating in 
student activities of their own choice. 
These soft skills are reflected in the 
student’s activity transcript which is 
given to students upon graduation.

International Experience

We collaborate with several prominent universities in Oceania, Europe and Asia. Due 
to the collaborations, BINUS INTERNATIONAL offers the opportunity to consider 
a dual degree award which enables students to obtain two undergraduate titles at the 
end of the program (a Sarjana qualification from BINUS and a Bachelors degree from 
our university partners). 

In addition to that, a number of international students represent a multicultural 
environment at BINUS INTERNATIONAL. We have an active student exchange program in 
collaboration with our partner universities overall. The goal of the international experience 
agenda is to enhance the global mindsets of our students.

Strong Corporate and 
Entrepreneurial Experience

Our strong corporate connections with various 
multinational and local companies provide for 
strong student internship programs. Cross–
program collaborations between students from 
one faculty and other faculties produce unique 
portfolios. 

3Cs level activities: “CEO Speaks”, “CMO 
Chat”, “CFO Forum” are regularly held to share 
knowledge and experience to upgrade the 
students understanding of industry.

Our faculty members are involved in executive 
education and consulting as well. This is the 
place where you will not only study new things 
but also have excellent learning experiences.

International Education
for a Global Career

Collaborative Learning
with Innopeda™ Curriculum

BINUS lNTERNATIONAL is committed to develop the students' skills in innovation 
and entrepreneurship. A new learning environment implemented in a curriculum 
called Innopeda™ (Innovation Pedagogy) has been specially designed to facilitate the 
development of these skills.  It fosters collaborative learning experience well suited to 
the needs and characteristic of the Gen-Y students. Team work skills, innovative idea 
generation, viable business solutions and business startup are all the intended learning 
outcomes aiming to nurture the new entrepreneurs at BINUS INTERNATIONAL.

The Innopeda curriculum is centered upon the hatchery courses which let you to hatch 
your innovative ideas into business solutions and startup. Project Hatchery, Business 
Hatchery and Research Hatchery are courses designed specifically with the design 
thinking, customer development and lean startup methodology in a multi-discipline 
environment to stimulate and cultivate your entrepreneurial skills. 

To support this collaborative and entrepreneurial learning environment,  the Center 
for Innovation and Entrepreneurship (CIE) was established which serves as a focal link 
between your entrepreneurial learning and entrepreneurial career. It develops the core 
competencies in innovation and entrepreneurship, identifies innovative products or 
services that have been developed by students, assists them in commercializing those 
products and services. It also promotes entrepreneurial thinking and attitude among 
students by actively involving the students in entrepreneurship projects and providing 
outlets to exhibit them. If you aim to be the next entrepreneur, the Innopeda curriculum 
and CIE will immerse you will end-to-end experiential journey of your new business 
creation.

15
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Our Prestigious Partners in
Education
• Queensland University of  
 Technology (QUT), Australia
• RMIT University, Australia
• University of Wollongong  
 (UOW), Australia
• Macquarie University, Australia
• La Trobe University, Australia
• University of New South Wales  
 (UNSW), Australia
•	Auckland University of  
 Technology (AUT),
 New Zealand
• Victoria University of  
 Wellington, New Zealand
•	Cologne Business School  
 (CBS), Germany
• Northumbria University, 
 United Kingdom
• The University of Nottingham,  
 United Kingdom and Malaysia
• Bournemouth University, 
 United Kingdom
• Saxion University, Netherlands
• In Holland University, 
 Netherlands
•	IHTTI School of Hotel  
 Management, Switzerland
•	Ningbo University, China

STUDENTS EXCHANGES

List of Universities

• http://io.binus.ac.id/binus-students/student-exchange-for-binus-students/with-partner-institutions/

• http://isep.org/

Local Campus with
International Exposure
International Curriculum Local Background

All teaching materials are based on an international curriculum, and are relevant,
up to date and in line with the latest international educational progress. The materials 
also keep sight of the local culture and the market. All courses are delivered in English 
to get students ready to be worthy global citizens.

On top of that, our lecturers hold masters or doctorate degrees from renowned
overseas universities and emphasize a student–centered teaching method in
delivering their expertise.

Prestigious Partners and International Network

BINUS INTERNATIONAL works with reputable overseas partners to ensure 
the highest standard of education for our students. These world–class partners without 
a doubt enhance our vision to be a world class university. Our vast network of both 
international and local alumni ensures our students have direct access to industry.

Student Visa Application
In order to ensure the best possible 
methods in applying for a visa, BINUS 
INTERNATIONAL works with visa 
agents. International students 
will be guided by the hand of 
professionals in completing 
documents, arranging appointments 
and applying for permits. 

Student Accommodation
Jakarta is the most populous city in 
Indonesia with approximately 8 million 
inhabitants over 7,600 km2. It’s a 
challenge for locals to find residence, 
let alone for foreigners. To welcome 
international students, BINUS 
INTERNATIONAL knows that 
it is essential to have accommodation 
with international standards and 
facilities. Therefore, BINUS SQUARE 
was created to cater to the needs 
of our students.

Support & Services for International Students

Indonesia, with a population over 250 million, is considered to have 
the largest economy in Southeast Asia. Though Asia in general has 
the potential to be the next big thing for business, no other country 
has the strategic advantages of Indonesia. Its position connecting 
Indopacific countries with the rest of Asia makes Indonesia one of 
the key hubs in business. The demography of the country is very 
dynamic with approximately half of the population aged less than 
40 years. This has pushed the creative industry in Indonesia to 
grow exponentially, including the film, fashion and manufacturing 
industries. Investors are attracted by the emerging economy of the 
country, especially with the market now driven by the buying power 
of the middle class. With more than hundreds of ethnic groups to 
enrich its culture, Indonesia is united by the very spirit of diversity in 
unity or Bhinneka Tunggal Ika as the nation’s motto. 

Welcoming
International Students
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• Cozy Student Lounge
 A place for students to hang out,  
 relax, and play games.

• Leading–edge Computer Labs
 Four up–to–date, 32–seat computer  
 laboratories connected to the web for  
 presentations, lectures, and practice.

• Compact High–Tech Classrooms
 24 classrooms with variable seating   
 capacities up to 32 seats include  
 facilities such as LCD Projectors and  
 wireless internet.

• Supportive Counseling Services
 Assist students in resolving study– 
 related issues including academic   
 English, thus ensuring their on–time  
 graduation.

• Homely Canteen
 Located at the basement level 
 of the building, the canteen offers 
 a selection of local dishes in a clean 
 and comfortable ambience.

• Campus–wide Free Internet Access
 Fast and free Wi–Fi internet access 
 is available in all classrooms and  
 corridors.

• Extensive Library Collection
 Extensive book collections allow  
 students to conduct in–depth research  
 for various projects or papers.

• Comfortable Discussion Areas
 Equipped with Wi–Fi internet network  
 for browsing and discussion on each  
 floor.

Service Excellence
in State of The Art Facilities

The modern facilities, specialized 
services, and various exciting 
programs enhance your stay at BINUS 
SQUARE. It is our aim to provide a 
unique and enriching experience and 
lifestyle to our residents where the 
environment is conducive for you to 
shine academically, live in comfort, 
and make new friends.

A vibrant and exciting university life is 
a concept we create at BINUS SQUARE 
which comprises 4 residential halls 
housing a total of 1,500 single and 
double rooms to accommodate over 
2,200 BINUSIANs – with separate halls 

"A Home 
Away from 
Home"

for males and females. Your safety 
and comfort are guaranteed as BINUS 
SQUARE employs access cards and 
CCTV systems, reinforced by 24–hour 
patrolling safety officers, and also 24 
hour service at the Front Office. BINUS 
SQUARE is more than a mere hall of 
residence. It is the place where you 
can develop your potential and make 
things happen. You can take part in a 
host of organizations, ranging from 
sport, recreational activities, arts and 
culture, and academic tutorials where 
you are prepared to be a highly sought 
after graduate with leadership and 
entrepreneurship skills.

BINUS SQUARE – Hall of Residence, has 
been run by BINUS UNIVERSITY since 
August 2010. BINUS SQUARE will provide 
an enriched and special accommodation 
experience for you.

BINUS SqUARE

Hall of Residence

FACILITIES
The accommodation is furnished 
with home comforts as well as 
extra facilities:

• Lounge
• Reading Room
• Games Room
• Cafeteria
• Coffee Shop
• Laundry
• 24 hour Minimart
• Photocopy Center
• Gymnasium
• Swimming Pool
• Guest Room

www.binus.ac.id/binussquare
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1st Place, X–Culture Mercedes–Benz Challenge 2013, Istanbul – Turkey

Academy of International Business Southeast USA 2013 Annual Conference Participant, 
Atlanta – USA •	Mangihot	T.	Simbolon	(International	Business	–	Intake	2010).

Regional Finalists, Hult Global Case Challenge 2013, Shanghai – China	•	Alanda	Kariza	
(International	Business	–	Intake	2009)	•	Hadinata	Ansari	(Marketing	–	Intake	2005)	•	 
Laura Taslim (Accounting – Intake 2009).

Best Speaker in English as Foreign language (EFL) Category, Asian British Parliament 
Debating Championship 2013, Beijing – China	•	Jaran	Walia	(Marketing	–	Intake	2009).

Winner of P&G ASEAN Business Challenge 2013, Jakarta – Indonesia

Top 10 Graduates, Young Leaders Indonesia (YLI) Program 2013 – McKinsey & Company, 
Jakarta – Indonesia	•	Caroline	Herlina	(Marketing	–	Intake	2010).

2nd Best Indonesian Adjudicator, United Asia Debating Championship 2013, 
Manila – Philippines	•	Shabrina	Nabila	Nugroho	(Communication	–	Intake	2011).

2nd Winner, International Marketing Competition (IMC) 2013, Singapore	•	Stella	Tanuwijaya	
(Marketing	–	Intake	2011)	•	Astrid	Taslim	(Marketing	–	Intake	2011)	•	Amanda	Christie	
(Marketing,	Intake	2011)	•	Audi	Fastia	Gunanto	(Accounting	–	Intake	2011)	•	Anastasia	
Fendiani (Accounting – Intake 2011).

Regional Finalist, Hult Global Case Challenge 2014, Shanghai – China	•	Jendry	Hutama	
(International	Business	–	Intake	2012)	•	Cheisy	Zefanya	(International	Business	–	Intake	
2010)	•	Stella	Lukita	(International	Business	–	Intake	2010)	•	Sneha	Pishu	Lalwani	
(Accounting – Intake 2011)

Best Movie, Creabo Film Festival - Pekan Komunikasi - 2014, Indonesia		•	Clara	Agnesia		
(Film	–	Intake	2011)	•	Felsya	Sunarjo	(Film	–	Intake	2011)

Officially Selected, 21 Short Film Festival 2014, Film : Backseat	•	Candra	Aditya
(Film	–	Intake	2010)	•	Cynthia	Rulin	(Film	–	Intake	2010)

Best Director, Best Actor, Third winner of Best Film - UI Idea Festival, Film : Backseat	•	
Candra	Aditya	(Film	–	Intake	2010)	•	Cynthia	Rulin	(Film	–	Intake	2010)

Officially Selected, 21 Short Film Festival 2014, Film : Figuran •	Vania	Ivena	Kurniawan	
(Film – Intake 2011)

National Grand Finalist of Maybank GO Ahead Challenge 2014 •	Melisa	Irene
(Accounting – Intake 2011)

AchievementsStudent Activities

Multimedia
•	Cameras	in	Action	(CIA)
•	Creative	Art	Community	(CAC)
•	Film	Student	Club	/	Cinema	Paradiso	 
 (KINE)

Sports Activities
•	BINUS	INTERNATIONAL	Football		 	
 Club (BIFC)
•	BINUS	INTERNATIONAL	Basketball			
 Club (BIBC)
•	BINUS	INTERNATIONAL	Dance	Club		
 (BIDC)
•	Capoeira	Martial	Art	Club

Cultural Activities
•	Voice	of	BINUS	INTERNATIONAL		 	
 (VOB)
•	BINUS	INTERNATIONAL	Musician		 	
 Club (BIMUS)
•	BINUS	INTERNATIONAL	Japanese		 	
 Club (BIJAC)

Religious
•	BINUSIAN Muslim Society (BMS)
•	Community	in	Christ	(CIC)

Organization
•	Student	Committee
•	BINUS	INTERNATIONAL	Trading		 	
 Enterprise (BITE)
•	BINUS	English	SocieTy	(BEST)
•	Accounting	Students	Club	(ASC)
•	AIESEC	of	BINUS	INTERNATIONAL 
•	BINUS	INTERNATIONAL 
 Information Systems Society (BASIS)
•	BINUS	INTERNATIONAL	Marketing				
 Community (BIMARC)
•	BINUS	INTERNATIONAL	 
 Computer Society (BINARY)
•	BINUS	INTERNATIONAL	Pool	 
 of English Debaters (BIPEDS)

Where are 
the alumnies
now?

25% at a

Top National 
Company

32% at a
Global Company

25%
Entrepreneur

18% Others
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Why Study International Accounting and 
Finance at BINUS INTERNATIONAL?

BINUS INTERNATIONAL offers the most innovative accounting degree 
in Indonesia:

•	International	Accounting	&	Finance	program	with	European	quality	 
 acknowledgement from EFMD.

•	We	have	extensive	industry	links,	particularly		to	the	Big–Four	public	 
 accounting firms and opportunities for internships in the Big–Four,  
 multinational, and national plus companies.

•	We	were	the	first	institution	to	teach	International	Financial	 
 Reporting Standards (IFRS) since 2005 and were trained directly 
 by the International Accounting Standards Board in 2014.

•	We	offer	double–degree,	master	and	exchange	programs	with	partner	 
 universities for worldwide career opportunities.

•	We	use	innovative	pedagogy	by	adopting	the	latest	teaching	delivery	 
 from Europe, conducting industry checks for selected course exams  
 and implementing advanced technology assistance for student  
 services and teaching.

•	International	internships	abroad.

•	Collaborations	with	international	professional	associations	to	enable	 
 graduates to work overseas.

CAREER OUTLOOK
The graduates of the 
International & Finance Program 
have been acknowledged well 
in various industries. Our 
graduates have worked in 
multinational Companies, the 
Big Four public accounting firms, 
and even in the accounting 
professional body. They have 
taken roles as IFRS technical 
manager, financial analyst, 
auditors, project accountants, 
business analysts, risk 
managers, budget controllers, 
consultants, and on pathways to 
CEO level. 

100% of the alumni of the 
program in 2015 are working 
in multinational companies or 
Indonesia‘s leading institutions 
or are entrepreneurs by the time 
of graduation. 

The program provides formal 
pathways to international 
professional designations. 

FACULTY OF BUSINESS 
1. International Accounting & Finance
ABOUT THE PROGRAM

The International Accounting and Finance Program is the only 
Accounting & Finance program in Indonesia accredited by the 
European Foundation of Management Development (EFMD). This 
accreditation is an international accreditation from Europe. EFMD 
is a quality seal in leading European universities, in Asia and in 
the Americas. Being in the program means that students of the 
programs are experiencing international processes in higher 
education that have been evaluated by an outstanding third 
international party. It also means that graduates of the program 
are comparable to graduates of other EFMD EPAS accredited 
universities. Acknowledgement from employers globally will be 
better as they are familiar with EFMD’s seal of quality for higher 
education. The EFMD EPAS international accreditation assessed the 
program design, delivery and outcomes to ensure that the program 
is in the same level of quality in training its students for global 
competition.
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ABOUT THE PROGRAM

The International Business (IB) program is designed to capture the 
global economy & business environments in class, students are 
encouraged to undertake a Double Degree, Study Abroad, or Master 
Track program in various international partner universities. The 
experience of learning and traveling creates working opportunities 
through global internships and prepares our students to develop 
their cross-cultural skills as potential managers and professionals. 
Students are exposed to best global business applications and 
practices from around the world.

The program is designed to cater to ASEAN-related subjects, and 
accommodates the need to  understand business in the context 
of the cultural aspects of Southeast Asia. This aligns with the 
application of the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) in 2016 for 
all ASEAN members. With relevant entrepreneurial skills obtained 
in class, it is expected that the students will be able to grasp a 
wide range of business concepts, both in the ASEAN region and 
worldwide.

Why Study International Business at BINUS INTERNATIONAL?

The International Business Program imparts corporate knowledge, and equips our students with 
twenty-first century management competencies. This program encourages and challenges students
in areas of:

• Entrepreneurial/Social Entrepreneurial skills 
• ASEAN Business Knowledge
• International Business Management 
• Competitive Social Environment
• Second Language (during Study Abroad)

An International Business Program student is required to complete their bachelor degree/Sarjana 
overseas for 1 semester/1 year/2 years depending on the student’s pathway options.
 
Dual Degree Partner University options:
• University of New South Wales, Australia (2 + 2) 
• Bournemouth University, United Kingdom (3 + 1)
• Inholland University of Applied Science, Netherlands (3 + 1)
•	Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand (2 + 2)
• Cologne Business School, Germany (3 + 1)
• International College, Ningbo University, China (2 + 2)

IB Programs create internship opportunities exposing our students to corporate experience 
in SME or multinational organization settings. Many of our graduates are sought after by 
SMEs and multinationals due to their international learning experience.

FACULTY OF BUSINESS 
2. International Business

• DUAL DEGREE PATHWAY

Commerce

International Trade

Business in China

Business & Management

European Management

International Business & Marketing Management

Bachelor of Commerce (B.Com.) 

Bachelor of Arts in International Business (BA Hons.)

Bachelor of Commerce (B.Com.)

Bachelor of Arts in International Business (BA)

Bachelor of Arts International Business (BA)

Bachelor of Business Administration (BA)

DEGREE AWARDSPECIALISATION

• SINGLE DEGREE PATHWAY

Business in ASEAN Bachelor in Economics / Sarjana Ekonomi

DEGREE AWARDSPECIALISATION
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Why Study Business Management and Marketing at 
BINUS INTERNATIONAL?

At BINUS INTERNATIONAL, students will learn the fundamental skills in 
business management to ensure that whatever businesses they are involved 
in the near future, they will be handled properly and achieve the strategic 
objectives set up by the owners or the top management.

The curriculum is designed to equip students with the basic knowledge of 
management and marketing paradigms, theoretical frameworks, and applied 
skills. It is also arranged to familiarize them with contemporary technology 
to support their competence as future business and marketing professionals. 
In addition to that, the program prepares the students to have an excellent 
understanding of upcoming trends in marketing, including digital technology.

We also provide students with the highest standards of marketing management 
education with a focus on developing marketing and entrepreneurial skills. We 
prepare them to be ready to work for multinational companies and to become 
creative and innovative entrepreneurs by providing marketing and business 
simulation classes in their final year.

All students are encouraged to pursue a double bachelor’s degree program 
and a master’s degree program in business with our overseas top accredited 
business school partners. Furthermore, they can choose a streaming and minor 
based on their interests.

ABOUT THE PROGRAM

Business management skills are needed by all students if they 
want to work at global companies to achieve their strategic 
objectives. The fundamental theories of business management 
like microeconomics and macroeconomics, principles of 
marketing, principles of finance and accounting, human resource 
management, information technology, supply chain and 
operations management, basic business mathematics, business 
statistics, research methodology, and other relevant business 
courses are provided by BINUS INTERNATIONAL faculty members 
who have appropriate academic backgrounds and corporate 
experience to ensure that students are not only able to grasp the 
latest knowledge and skills during their study period but also to 
apply it in the real business world.  

Marketing involves all activities and processes carried out 
to create, communicate, deliver, and exchange a company’s 
products, services, and offerings that bring value to customers, 
partners, and other stakeholders.

With increasing competition in business, company demands for 
marketing professionals and managers are likewise increasing. 
Marketing professionals and managers are required to have an 
understanding and mastery of key marketing concepts, tools, and 
technology to stay ahead of the competition.

FACULTY OF BUSINESS 
3. Business Management & Marketing

CAREER OUTLOOK
The four-year Business 
Management Marketing program 
will provide sufficient skills and 
knowledge for our students 
to enter the real business 
world. A prospective career of 
the graduates includes, but is 
not limited, to the following 
positions: Brand and Product 
Manager, Marketing Manager, 
Chief Marketing Officer. Besides 
being a marketing professional, 
students can also develop their 
own business to become an 
entrepreneur.

This program can also prepare 
students to become creative 
and innovative entrepreneurs.

All students taking a major in Business Management and Marketing have 
to take mandatory Marketing courses, such as:

- Marketing Management
- Consumer Behavior
- Services Marketing
- Product and Brand Management
- Pricing Management & Strategy
- International Marketing
- Distribution & Retail Channels
- Entrepreneurship
- Digital Campaign and Promotion Management
- Social Media and New Media Marketing Strategies
- Website Usability & Design
- Web Analytics and E-CRM
- Research Method in Marketing
- Contemporary Issues in Marketing / Strategic Marketing

Pauline Liongosari
Senior Brand Manager Royco
PT. Unilever Indonesia, Tbk

Alumna Marketing 2010
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CAREER OUTLOOK
Computer Science graduates are 
in a position to gain employment 
as computing professionals 
in a number of fields, such 
as systems analysis and 
design, software engineering, 
applications software 
development (enterprise and 
mobile), network computing 
(forensics and security), and 
multimedia production, including 
graphics, animation and games. 
Graduates may join commercial 
organizations, government 
institutions, financial 
institutions, telecommunication 
companies, IT companies, or 
other organizations. The career 
opportunities are unlimited for 
Computer Science graduates.

ABOUT THE PROGRAM

In this fast-moving era, Computer Science 
(CS) has gone beyond the simple use of 
computer software. With the 3rd wave 
of computing (Pervasive computing 
as the most recent advancement in 
the computing and technology field, 
graduates need the ability to understand, 
create and support applied computing 
solutions for their own business, their 
clients, or their employers. This program 
encourages and challenges students in 
areas of:

•	General	CS;
•	Pervasive	Games	Technology	and;
•	Pervasive	Computer	Security

FACULTY OF COMPUTING & MEDIA

1. Computer Science 
Why Study Computer Science
at BINUS INTERNATIONAL?

The Computer Science program is accredited the “A” grade - the highest level accreditation 
that can be given to a private higher education program in Indonesia, and it is designed 
to provide graduates with a thorough understanding of the theories, methods and 
systems used by the computing industry. It produces graduates who are knowledgeable 
and creative, who have excellent programming skills, who are capable of designing, 
implementing and maintaining innovative software systems, and who are readily adaptable 
to new advances in the rapidly changing IT environment. The program provides double 
degree and intensive specialist courses in interesting computing areas such as:

 
Some of the features of our program include:

•	Students	experience	a	vast	range	of	innovative	learning	processes,	from	blended		 	
 learning to experiential; student centered, flip classroom, hackerspace/makerspace.
 
•	Students	get	the	opportunity	to	be	future	entrepreneurs	by	getting	engaged	in	a	series		
 of entrepreneurial courses (project hatchery, market research and business hatchery)  
 which focuses in technology and provides them the necessary skills and knowledge to  
 create and market their work. 

•	Students	may	choose	from	doing	startup	company,	internship,	research	work,	or		 	
 community development work that is suitable for their future goal at the final year
 of the study. 

•	Students	enjoy	the	internationally	recognized	curriculum	in	an	internationally		 	
 diverse environment, get an opportunity to work on international projects, and   
 attain professional certifications in major areas of the IT industry that will make
 them successful in their career.

•	Pervasive	Computing	
•	Cloud	and	Distributed	Systems	
•	Multimedia	Systems
•	Web	programming
•	Games	Design	and	Programming
•	Advanced	Games	Design	and				 	
 Programming

•	Character	Rigging	and	Animation
•	Pervasive	Games
•	Ethical	Hacking	and	PenetrationTesting
•	Computer	Security	and	Network	Forensics
•	Web	Systems	Security
•	Advanced	Networking

Getting familiar with a broad range of information technologies and how they are used, 
the ability to specify and manage the implementation of a wide range of applications 
to support various needs and the ability to design, develop and implement a viable 
technology solution using appropriate platforms, tools and techniques. The program 
provides the students with the technical knowledge, the entrepreneurial, and the 
specialized skills needed to develop and design applications across modern platforms, 
such as cloud, web, and mobile, in a rapidly changing IT environment. 
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ABOUT THE PROGRAM

In this rising era of modern digital business, the 
Business Information Systems (BIS) program will 
equip students with the combination of twenty-first 
century business skills and computing knowledge. 
As the first university in ASEAN to implement 
cloud and virtualization technology using NetApp, 
this program will provide students with enriched 
experiential learning, international experience and 
access to professors, entrepreneurs and students 
from various countries and partners to support 
the student’s first steps to their business startup 
company or to become an IT computing professional.

FACULTY OF COMPUTING & MEDIA

2. Business Information Systems

The program offers several pathways:
Single degree areas focus on digital business: 

Sarjana Komputer (S.Kom./Bachelor in Computing)

Double degree and Master at partner universities abroad for 

1 year:

1.   Bachelor of Information Technology (B.I.T.) from    

   Queensland University of Technology in Queensland,   

   Australia.

2. Bachelor of Computer and Information Sciences (BCIS)  

   from Auckland University of Technology in Auckland, New  

   Zealand.

3. Bachelor of Art (B.A.) from Cologne Business School in  

   Cologne, Germany.

4. Bachelor of Business Information Systems (B.Sc Hons)  

   from Northumbria University, in Newcastle, United   

   Kingdom.

The program offers a fast track to a Master program: 

Master of Commerce in Information System and Technology 

(M.Com) from Macquarie University, Australia.

Our applied learning methods will give the students in-

depth knowledge and hands-on learning experience. Two 

professional certification preparations are provided to all 

students in the program:

1.   Enterprise Resource Planning 

2. Cloud Platform and Business Storage System (NetApp)

Business Information Systems program introduces the 
following knowledge:
•	Advanced	IT	Service	&	Architecture

•	Applied	Information	System	in	Project	Management

•	Basic	Finance,	Accounting	and	Economics

•	Data	Mining	and	Business	Intelligence

•	Database	and	Cloud	Data	Storage	(NetApp)

•	Developing	e-Commerce	Applications

•	E-Business	Concepts	and	Issues

•	Enterprise	Resource	Planning	

•	Modern	Computing	and	Digital	Business	Management

•	Perspectives	in	Information	Systems	Analysis	and	Design

•	Publishing	on	the	World	Wide	Web

•	Technology	Consulting	in	the	Community

•	The	Right	Brain	Business	Plan

•	User	Interfaces	&	Experiences

•	Various	innovative	usages	of	emerging	technology	(mobile	

technology, wearable and cloud systems).

RADITYA PRAMANA 
Alumnus Business Information Systems 2015

•  Investment Manager at Venturra Capital, an $150M   
    early-stage VC fund focusing on Southeast Asia   
   consumer internet startups.

•  Associate at IMJ Investment Partners Pte.Ltd. Japanese  
   venture capital firm based in Singapore, investing in   
   early stage tech startups in Southeast Asia & Japan.

•  Director of Indonesia Kairos Society ASEAN, an  
   organization that works to find and empower young   
   pioneers who will contribute to the business world   
   through technology, innovation and entrepreneurship.

•  Top 10 graduate out of selected 60 top students   
   nationally of Young Leaders for Indonesia 2015 wave 7,  
   by YLI Foundation and McKinsey & Company.

Why Study Business Information Systems at 
BINUS INTERNATIONAL?

With grade ‘A’ accreditation focusing on Digital Business and Startups, this program 
enables the student to become a link between technology and people. With a focus 
on international quality higher education system, embedded entrepreneurship 
and innovation subjects, the program opens to its graduate endless opportunities 
from being a world class digital business professional to becoming a well-equipped 
business start-up pioneer.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Business Information Systems 
graduates enjoy the option 
of being a digital business 
entrepreneur or pursuing a 
career as business computing 
professionals. They may enter 
the marketplace through many 
career paths, including, but not 
limited to:

•	Cloud	Certified	Storage					 	
 Associate (NetApp)
•	Corporate	Information	Systems		
 Designer
•	Database	Administrator	or		 	
 Data scientist
•	Digital	Business	Technopreneur		
•	E-Commerce	Developer
•	Enterprise	Resource	Planning		 	
 Analyst  
•	Project	Manager	in	Applied	IT	
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FACULTY OF COMPUTING & MEDIA

3. Communications

ABOUT THE PROGRAM

Jakarta, as one of the most social-media active cities in the world offers 
an exciting hub for students who endeavor to study Communications. 
Students of this discipline will be given the opportunity to immerse 
themselves in the roles of their field, by doing real life case studies, field 
trips and receiving world-class education by professionals.

The Communications program exposes students to a variety of prominent 
personalities on a regular basis through its weekly Tech Media Talk, in 
order to build industry connections early in their studies and allow them 
to discover their true passion.

The three streamings of the program, Journalism, Public Relations and 
Entertainment Communications will allow students to connect with those 
industries during their studies and discover their true talents. Upon 
graduation, students will understand how to utilize the power of digital 
media, form strategies and know how to measure their successes.

The Communications program takes four years in total; students can 
choose an overseas experience to complete a Double Degree with 
Northumbria School of Design based in Newcastle, England, or opt for 
shorter travel options to cities all over the world.

Public Relations empowers graduates to be representatives of 
organizations or programs to the public, digitally and in person. 
Throughout the program, students will learn to become confident public 
speakers by creating high quality content and developing innovative 
communicating skills. Students are facilitated to meet with high-profile 
personalities, social entrepreneurs and commercial businesses to learn 
about aspects of reputation building and public representation.

Journalism will grow students’ skills of critical investigation and 
reporting in various fields. Students will be encouraged to work 
using a variety of media, such as film and radio, in addition to written 
publications, in order to explore their skills. From the very first semester 

onwards students are encouraged and supported to publish their 
work through blogs and websites.

Entertainment Communications is relevant for students 
interested in the creative arts and sports, who intend to become 
industry savvy and gain skills to market themselves effectively 
utilizing Social Media. Whether students are artists themselves, 
enjoy working on creating public events, or want to position 
themselves in a managerial agency role, skills necessary to 
survive the entertainment industry are shared by professionals to 
guide them through this very competitive field.

Why Study Communication at 
BINUS INTERNATIONAL?

Students who choose Communications at BINUS 
INTERNATIONAL will have competence in:
• Understanding the value of social media as an integrative  
 part of media strategy
•	Analyzing and understanding the public
•	Public speaking and motivation
•	Creative and effective audio visual presentations
•	 Innovative copywriting
•	Planning flexible media programs
•	Media analytics and advertising valuation
•	Planning and implementing events
•	Managing Entertainment Communications

CAREER OUTLOOK
• Integrated Marketing      
 Communication ( IMC)
  Specialist 
•	Journalist (print, online 
  & broadcast)
• Social media strategist 
•	Author 
• PR Professional 
• Vlogger / Blogger
• Entertainment Agent
• Event Manager

Our vision to create 
the most well-known 
graduates in the 
industry’.

STUDY PROGRAMS
• Public Relations
• Journalism
• Communications

international.binus.ac.id/communications
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ABOUT THE PROGRAM

In recent years the film industry in Indonesia has grown and has 
become an important part of the creative industry. The big screen 
movies, independent films and television shows in Indonesia have 
been gaining momentum in recent years after a long period of 
dormancy. More compact and affordable filmmaking technology 
has opened doors for filmmakers to experiment with various 
themes and styles. 

However, on top of the skills, knowledge, and creative attitudes in 
filmmaking, great filmmakers need to have the sense of art and 
socio–cultural understanding in order to create notable films that 
engage the audience and bring economic and business benefits.

Why Study Film at 
BINUS INTERNATIONAL?

The program treats technical skills as an integral part in the 
understanding of the aesthetics, communication, social and 
cultural knowledge of film. Better understanding in artistic 
choices, narratives, society’s requirements, and the media 
world will create filmmakers who possess aesthetic and 
managerial authority – the type of filmmakers who creates 
impact in building society.

On top of mastering the technical skills, the creative sides 
related to storytelling, forms, styles and content; students 
also learn the financial and managerial aspects of the film 
business. In addition, the program also offers students the 
opportunity to explore film studies and film history.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates have extensive 
knowledge and hands–on 
experience of filmmaking and 
are ready to pursue a career 
in various positions in the 
creative industry, such as film 
production, television shows, 
TV commercials and music 
videos, as well as film journalists 
and film critics.

On top of mastering 
the technical skills, 
students also learn 
the financial and 
managerial aspects 
of the film business.

FACULTY OF COMPUTING & MEDIA

4. Film
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Our Core Faculty Members

Adilla Anggraenia • Has an MBA from Glyndwr University, UK and has an interest in writing poems 
and short stories. Prior to teaching at BINUS, she was a part–time research assistant in Glyndwr 
University and a part–time lecturer of Operations Management in As–safi’iyah University.

Atur Tetty Lubis • Completed a Master of Laws (LLM) with specialization in Commercial 
Law from University College London, UK and a MBA with specialization in Marketing from 
Monash University, Australia. She won a prestigious Chevening Scholarship and an Australian 
Development Scholarship upon finishing her LLM degree and MBA. She has a passion for 
teaching and had teaching experience prior to joining BINUS – most notably was teaching English 
in Sao Paulo, Brazil and as a tutor for undergraduate law students of Commercial Law
at University College London.

Adilla Amelia • After receiving her MFA in Film from New York Film Academy, she worked in Los 
Angeles, USA on several film productions in the camera and production department as well as at 
a film distribution company. Prior to obtaining her MFA, her work experiences started in Jakarta 
working in various film and television productions as assistant director and editor. 

AFM Jalal Ahamed • He holds a Ph.D in International Marketing. He combines excellent 
academic and practical skills, with a particular interest in teaching others to improve their 
individual knowledge. He is enthusiastic to utilize a wide range of techniques and methodologies, 
in order to provide an effective education in accordance with student requirements. He is 
well-versed with a variety of quantitative research techniques and tools, including Structural 
Equation Modeling (SEM), Partial Least Squares (PLS), and Hierarchical Linear Modeling (HLM). 
He is experienced in working with large data sets like the European Social Survey (ESS) and 
the World Value Survey (WVS). He is skilled in completing projects and reports, ensuring all 
objectives and deadlines are met. He is highly adaptable to multicultural and multilingual 
working environments due to his international background, having lived, studied, and worked in 
Bangladesh, Vietnam, the Netherlands, and Norway. He is a natural communicator with excellent 
interpersonal skills and the ability to lead, as well as be a part of a successful and
productive team.

Arfika Nurhudatiana • She is a PhD graduate from the School of Computer Engineering, 
Nanyang Technological University, Singapore. She pursued her undergraduate study in Computer 
Engineering at Nanyang Technological University with a SembCorp Scholarship in 2003. After 
obtaining her bachelor degree in 2007, Arfika worked with IBM Singapore as an SAP consultant 
for a national healthcare IT system provider in Singapore. She has also been actively involved in 
a community development program in Singapore where she teaches female Indonesian domestic 
workers basic computer skills during the weekends.

Augustinus Nicolaas H. Oroh • He has long managerial experience in multi-national companies 
such as in Sinar Mas Group Pulp and Paper, Bumi Resources Group and other international 
companies. His academic background was in strategic management at the Igor Ansoff School of 
Strategic Management and in strategy at the Executive Education program in Harvard Business 
School. His research interests include strategic planning, corporate strategy, corporate synergy, 
marketing strategy and portfolio strategy. 

Andari Karina Anom • Her life revolves around the world of communication. She earned her 
bachelor degree at the Faculty of Social and Political Sciences (FISIP), University of Indonesia 
and won the prestigious British Chevening scholarship to finish her master degree at the 
Department of Media and Communication, Goldsmiths College, University of London, UK in 
2004. She spent more than two decades of her life being a journalist and 16 years with TEMPO 
Magazine. She then became a lecturer at the Department of Communication in UI, prior to 
joining Binus International. 

Ahmad Seiichi Ramadhan • Completed a master degree in Business Management at BINUS 
BUSINESS SCHOOL. Prior to joining BINUS, he worked for AON Consulting in Singapore. His 
career experience includes national and international research as well as consulting projects 
in business and management. His main research interests include innovation, human resource 
management and e–business.

Andrew Thren • Andrew has a BA in Anthropology and Asian Studies from Beloit College, USA. 
He also has an MA in English Language Studies, specializing in Literature. Prior to joining BINUS 
UNIVERSITY, he taught at Satya Wacana Christian University in Salatiga, Central Java, for 14 
years. He has also been involved in independent translation and proofreading projects. 

Adsina Fibra • She holds a bachelor’s degree in Social Science from the University of Indonesia 
and a master’s degree in International Education Development from Boston University. She has 
ten years’ of experience working in the education field and eight years’ of experience at the 
managerial level. She has managed various education programs at national and international 
levels. At the national level, she managed civic education and exchange programs which were 
designed for youth, community leaders, and university professors throughout 30 provinces of 
Indonesia. At the international level, she managed “The World Congress on Civic Education” 
with the total of 250 participants from 60 countries. Currently, she is involved in a three year 
INDOPED project with a consorsitum of five European universities and five Indonesian university 
in Modernizing Indonesian Higher Education with Tested European Pedagogical Practices.



Christine Gneuss • She completed her Bachelor at Queensland University of Technology, 
Australia and later went on to attain an MBA and Masters in Global Banking at the United 
International Business Schools. She commenced her university career in 2009 and spent 
five years in the capacity of lecturer in Barcelona, Antwerp and Brussels. She has extensive 
experience in Search Engine Optimization and co-founded a creative agency partnership in 2011, 
one of her clients being Spain’s largest English speaking publication. Currently she is pursuing a 
Doctorate with a research focus on communications' and digital content creation.

Dahlia Darmayanti • Completed her Master in International Management from Thunderbird 
Global School of Management, Arizona, USA. She teaches Marketing Fundamentals, International 
Marketing and Services Marketing and her research interests are international marketing, 
services marketing, consumer behavior, and green and sustainable marketing. Prior to joining 
BINUS, she served as Business Development Manager of Asia Cellular Satellite, a regional mobile 
satellite provider company in Jakarta, where she was later assigned to Singapore to expand the 
business regionally.

Charles Schuster • Has a Master of Arts from Columbus University. Prior to joining BINUS, 
he had over 25 years of teaching experience in schools and higher education providers. 
He was also invited as a guest lecturer to give workshops regarding photography, book–binding 
and Photoshop.

Dewi Fitriasari • Completed a doctoral degree in Accounting from Aarhus University, Denmark. 
She is active at the national and international levels in initiatives relating to sustainability and 
sustainability accounting. She receives international research funding and serves either as a 
chair, a presenter, a panelist or a scientific committee member in international and national 
conferences in accounting and sustainability.

Dewi Tamara • Graduated from Toulouse Business School, France. Formerly she worked as 
a Finance Manager in Pauwels Trafo Asia and Indokomas Buana Perkasa, both multinational 
manufacturing and contracting companies. Her research focus is on investment and capital 
markets. She teaches Finance and Managerial Economics.

Desyra Sukma Dewanthi • She teaches undergraduate courses for Marketing Management and 
Product & Brand Management. She completed her bachelor degree in 2008 from the Faculty 
of Economics University of Indonesia majoring in Marketing Management, and attained her 
master degree in 2011 from Magister Management University of Indonesia majoring in Financial 
Management. Formerly she worked as an Assistant Brand Manager in Nestle Indonesia.

Dominique Razafindrambinina • Completed a M.Sc. at the California State University in Fullerton, 
USA, and a master degree at the Kishiniev State University in Moldavia, USSR. He was a Technical 
Advisor of KPMG Sudjendro Susanto on projects in industries such as hotels and resorts, malls, 
manufacturing, pharmaceuticals, aviation, electronics, and communication. He was a Technical 
Advisor in Asian Pulp and Paper (APP) for the Sinarmas Group, where he developed non–
Mandarin–speaking markets for paper exports in South Asia. He was as a Technical Advisorof 
PT Pyridam Farma, Tbk. for the African market. His research interests include CSR, intellectual 
capital, and economics.

Evi Rinawati • Completed a doctoral degree in Marketing Management at Universitas Indonesia. 
She was second runner–up in the Asia Pacific Regional Challenge for Research Reports 
Competition held by CFA Institute and the Hong Kong Society of Financial Analysts in 2008. She 
worked as a Transmission Network Planning Manager for PT Siemens Indonesia. She now teaches 
Pricing Management Strategy and Research Methodology in Marketing. Her research interests 
include digital marketing, marketing finance interface and customer relationship management.

Franklin G. Talaue • Has a master degree in Education / Training from the University of Baguio. 
He was a Subject Area Coordinator for English and English as a Second Language Teacher 
at Sekolah Global Indo–Asia. He was also the Publication Head and an Assistant Professor 
at the University of Baguio prior to joining BINUS. Franklin has been teaching at BINUS 
INTERNATIONAL for six years and is responsible for coordinating the Academic English courses.

Frederic D. Hoffert • Graduated with a Master’s Degree in Computer Sciences from a French 
University, Conservatoire National des Arts et Métiers, he has worked for eight years in France 
in software development, data warehousing, and website development for various international 
companies, such as ST Microelectronics and Sistema Strategy in Grenoble and Lyon, respectively. 
He recently moved to Indonesia and joined BINUS International University in Jakarta in order to 
focus on education, sharing knowledge and experiences in Computer sciences and Information 
System with students.

Azalia Primadita Muchransyah • A grantee of British Council Full Scholarship for her Magister 
in Science (M.Si) degree in Universitas Indonesia, she graduated with “Magna Cum Laude” and 
“The Highest GPA” achievements. She has written scripts for TV shows, FTV’s, and big screen 
films since high school and has taught her own Scriptwriting classes in Serunya Screenwriting 
since 2010. She is currently designing a joint-research program between Indonesia and the 
USA to make an educational film for HIV-infected prisoners in Indonesia as she receives an 
American Institute for Indonesian Studies (AIFIS) Henry Luce Foundation Grants for Indonesian 
Researchers and BINUS Internal Grant for Research in 2015.
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James Bartle • Has a Ph.D and Master in Commerce qualification from UNSW, Sydney, Australia. 
He worked in the treasury and finance industry where he mostly dealt with high–profile clients 
such as the Australian Taxation Office, Australian Securities and Investment Commission and 
various central banks. He was a consultant to the APEC Financial Regulators Initiative prior to 
joining BINUS.

Jude Joseph Lamug Martinez • Has a bachelor degree and a master degree in Computer 
Science from De La Salle University in Manila, with a focus on Software Engineering. He was an 
IT Specialist and Programmer for Philex Mining Corporation in Manila, and an IT Consultant for 
Cypress Semiconductor Inc. He is a member of the Cordillera Administrative Region’s Quality 
Assessment Team for Higher Education, the JAVA Education Development Initiative Community, 
the Philippine Society of IT Educators, and the Association of Computing Machinery. He has 
over a decade of experience in the education sector. His research interests include software 
engineering, gaming technology, human computer interaction, pervasive and mobile computing.

Karen Peyronin Imam • Has a master degree in International Business and studied in France 
and Germany. She worked in Paris as Export Manager in charge of Central Europe for Lolita 
Lempicka and Castelbajac Parfums. She worked in Brussels as a logistics specialist for Toyota 
Motor Europe. In Indonesia, she joined BINUS INTERNATIONAL to teach the International 
Business undergraduate program. She lectures courses such as Management Across Cultures, 
International Business and Business Communication. Her research focus is on CSR activities.

Lena Choong Sook Lin • Graduated from her Master in Business Administration at the 
University of Strathclyde – Scotland, UK and also holds a B.Sc. in Psychology from Upper Iowa 
University – USA. She is a Certified Professional Trainer (CPT) and a member of the Malaysian 
Institute of Management (MIM) since 2008. She has worked in multinational organizations 
(amongst others G4S - Malaysia) in various capacities, which has given her the opportunity to 
have all-round experience in areas such as marketing in the education industry in Malaysia, 
regional SEA roles in training, projects & project implementation.

Martin James (Mark) Moloney • Mark has a Bsc Hons in Information Technology and Information 
Systems / Psychology (Combined Honours) from University College Chester, UK. Prior to joining 
BINUS, he was an English Teacher at The British Institute and a Web Editor at the Jakarta Globe. 
He was assigned to teach English to some of Jakarta’s most prestigious companies, government 
departments and high–profile contracts. He is responsible for maintaining the high standard of 
English output on the Joseph Wibowo campus.

Marko S Hermawan • Marko has worked in various industries for more than 10 years, mostly 
as an accountant. During that period, his work was related to IT, and the pharmaceutical  and 
education industries. He is well-versed in the usage of accounting software, including lecturing 
MYOB for undergraduate student, from its usage when creating a company through to its use in 
problem-solving matters. He was Head of Program of the undergraduate school of Accounting 
and Finance in Binus University International from 2009-2011 before leaving for his PhD in New 
Zealand. After finishing his PhD degree, Marko was assigned as the Head of Program, of the 
International Business program at Binus University International. His main role is to organise 
study and curriculum mapping, handling students and coordinating lecturer assignments.
He gained his Master degree in International Business from Curtin University in 2000 and PhD 
in Accounting at Victoria University of Wellington 2015. His research interests are institutional 
theory, organizational cultures, and behavioral accounting. Apart from being the head of 
program, Marko also has an interest in Marching Band activities, producing several scores for 
top bands in Indonesia, and becoming national and international judge. He also holds the Drum 
Corps Europe (DCE) certification.

Michael Setiawan • He holds a Masters degree in Applied English Linguistics and a Bachelor 
degree in English Language Education from Atma Jaya Catholic University, Jakarta. As he is so 
passionate about teaching, he started teaching English while studying for his Bachelor degree. 
Prior to joining BINUS International, he had experience of teaching English at various universities 
and schools. In addition to teaching, he has actively participated in events related to English 
language and/or education. At BINUS International, he is part of English Language Services and 
is one of the lecturers of Academic English as well as being Academic Coordinator. His research 
and academic interests are linguistics and teaching, especially CLIL.

Handrich Kongdro  • He completed his masters degree in the full scholarship program of 
Creative Marketing at BINUS Business School in 2014 and was featured as one of the best 
students by the Head of Program in the 52nd Graduation. Currently he is working for the Center 
for Innovation and Entrepreneurship to develop an integrated innovation ecosystem for local 
and International students in BINUS University International. Since 2013, he has been working 
in the research field, both for academic and applied research, such as Astra Strategic Studies 
2014: Global Corporate University. Previously, he was experienced in the management consulting 
industry for both public sector and private companies, especially in implementing Quality 
Management System (ISO 9001:2008) and Strategic Management (Balanced Scorecard). He 
was also involved in a multicultural team to run international projects, such as PPP-EINSTEIN 
Project, a public private partnership with TUV Rheinland and KfW-DEG Germany and Global 
Hatchery Project for Innovation Pedagogy with Turku University, Finland. Besides, he has 
been voluntarily advising the implementation of strategic management system in one of the 
students club in Tarumanagara University. His interests are in the area of Innovation, Creativity, 
Entrepreneurship, Psychology, Research, Strategic Management, and Marketing. He loves 
learning about the use of Neuro-Linguistic Programming (NLP).

Gursel Ilipinar  • Dr. Gursel ilipinar obtained his Bachelor of Science Degree in Economics from 
University of Istanbul and  his MBA in Marketing/IT from Georgia State University, Atlanta, USA. 
He spent most of his 15-year professional career in International Business field, namely,  Gunes 
(GAN) Insurance, Export-Import Bank of Turkey (Eximbank), State of Georgia- Department 
of Trade, Industry and Tourism, United States Export Assistance Center and AT&T Telecom. 
After working in International Business Development, Information Technology and Product 
Management departments of AT&T Telecommunications (USA and Latin America) for over 9 
years, he found himself in the fascinating world of design driven innovation. Dr. Ilipinar obtained 
his PhD in Design Thinking/Marketing at ESADE Business School and has been teaching 
Design Management, Entrepreneurship, Service Design and Brand Management in Europe for 
8 years. His research interest areas are Design Thinking, Entrepreneurial Marketing, Service 
Design, Services Marketing, and Brand Experience. Currently, Dr. Ilipinar is the Head of Center 
for Innovation and Entrepreneurship at BINUS International University. In this new role, his 
goal is to contribute fostering a new culture among BINUS International students to embrace 
innovativeness and entrepreneurship.
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Raymond Bahana • Completed a Master Degree (Master of Science) in Computer Engineering 
School of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science University of Central Florida, Orlando, 
Florida, USA. He teaches Multimedia Systems, Scripting Languages, and Visual Gaming.

Nuriana Thoha • Has a doctoral degree in Business Administration from Curtin University, 
Australia and an MBA degree from the University of Oregon, USA. Most of her 24 year career has 
been spent with education institutions and consulting companies in Indonesia. She has teaching 
experience in a wide range of subjects in human resources management, organizational behavior, 
and qualitative research. She has conducted research and wrote articles and papers and 
presented them widely at international conferences and seminars. Her experience in dealing with 
Indonesian officials has been extensive through her four year engagement with 12 government 
institutions and five provincial areas (Aceh, Papua, West Papua, East Nusa Tenggara, and West 
Nusa Tenggara) while she worked at Australia Awards as the Human Resource Development 
National Manager before she joined BINUS INTERNATIONAL.

Raymondus Raymond Kosala • Completed a doctorate in Informatics from the Katholieke 
Universiteit Leuven in Belgium in 2003. He was a systems engineer for the multinational 
IT distribution company PT ECS (Indo), and an IT consultant for PT Intellisys and PT BINUS 
Consulting. He was appointed Deputy Director of the ACM Asia–Jakarta Regional International 
Collegiate Programming Competition from 2008 to 2010. He served on the committees of 
several international workshops and conferences. Currently, he is on the editorial board of the 
International Journal of Knowledge–Based Organizations. His research interests in intelligent 
systems include machine learning and its applications to business, computer games, computer 
security, finance, and other fields.

Ronny Kountur • Has a Ph.D in Research & Evaluation from the University of the Philippines and 
Master of Science in Accounting & Finance from University of Santo Tomas. He also has another 
doctoral degree in Management Science and a Master of Management from the Technological 
University of the Philippines. He has published several articles in international peer review 
journals and is the writer of several books. Prior to joining BINUS, he was the Research Director 
at Asia-Pacific International University, Thailand. He was also Associate Professor of Business 
and Research at Adventist International Institute of Advanced Studies in the Philippines. 

Sanjukta Choudhury Kaul • Has a PhD from Monash Business School, Monash University 
(Full Scholarship, 2015). She completed her first Master's in Communication Studies with a 
specialization in media research from the Department of Communication Studies, University 
of Pune (India) (First Class, 1997). As a 2006 British Chevening Scholar, she graduated from 
Nottingham University Business School, UK, International Centre for CSR (ICCSR) (Distinction, 
2007). She was one of the top twelve candidates selected by the University of South Australia 
(UNiSA), School of Management, Adelaide for the 2011 International PhD Student Competition 
as an emergent business scholar. She has a decade long of multicultural work experience in 
leadership positions with global corporations. She is a recipient of the prestigious Young PR 
Professional of the Year – Asia Pacific COE, Hong Kong (2002); World Class Communication 
Professional Cummins Inc. (2001). She is a trained 6 Sigma Green Belt (2002) and a Diversity 
Trainer (2000) with 240 hours of formal practice. Her current career interests are in the 
areas of research and teaching Corporate Social Responsibility, Diversity, Leadership, Social 
Entrepreneurship and Asian business.  She also enjoys baking, traveling and writing.

Rosaline Tandiono • Completed her Master of Commerce (Finance) at the University of New 
South Wales (UNSW), Sydney, Australia. She started her teaching career as an Assistant 
Lecturer while she was still in college. Discovering her passion in teaching led her taking the 
path of full time lecturer upon her returning from her studying in Australia. She has taught at 
university level for 15 years.

Samuel Mahatmaputra • Completed a master degree in Information Technology from the 
University of Adelaide, South Australia, and has 15 years experience in the area of information 
technology education. He is passionate to see higher education students reach their maximum 
potential in the study of Information Systems. His most recent research activities are in mobile 
information systems, health monitoring systems and computer vision.

Roosalina Wulandari • Completed a master degree in Clinical Psychology at Universitas 
Indonesia. Her career experience includes national and international NGOs. She specializes in 
psychological crisis intervention and social movement startups.

Minaldi Loeis • He finished both undergraduate and graduate degrees in Computer Science 
at The City College of New York. He also finished his dual degree of MM & MBA in Business 
Administration at Institut Pengembangan Manajemen Indonesia (IPMI) and Monash University. 
He is an Associate Consultant at EAQC, a regional consulting company with four offices in the 
ASEAN region. Responsibilities include managing and acting as resources for projects in the field 
of productivity, management control systems, and ISO 9000 implementation.

Stephanus Remond Waworuntu • He completed his master degree in Finance at California 
State University, USA and got his doctoral degree in Management at Parahyangan Catholic 
University. He is a member of the Indonesian Institute of Auditors Committee (IKAI). He has 
dedicated his life to teaching since 2003. He has taught at several major universities.  He is also 
a Commissioner of the Candika Group, Indonesia.
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Tri Asih Budiono • Completed a Master of Information Technology, majoring in Computer Science 
from Queensland University of Technology (QUT). He dedicated most of his time as a researcher 
and translator. Prior to joining BINUS, he was a researcher for the Indonesian Atomic Energy 
Agency in which he focused on Nuclear Reactor In–Core Fuel.

Yaya Haryadi • Has an M.Sc. in Computer Science from Indiana University at Indiana, USA. He 
has over 10 years of teaching experience and has been published extensively in the field of 
Information Technology. He was a sub–team leader for monev–MIS Consultant for the WSLIC–2 
project at PT. Multi Area Conindo.

Valentina Tohang • Accomplished her master degrees of Business in Enterprise Resource 
Planning (ERP) and Business in Accounting from the University of Western Sydney (UWS) and 
University of Technology Sydney (UTS), Australia. She has worked in Australia and Indonesia, 
with exposure to various industries for more than 15 years, mostly in the areas of accounting, 
strategic finance, information systems, business process re–engineering, restructuring and 
project management. Her passion of teaching and knowledge sharing has inspired her to 
be actively involved in academics with a focus on financial accounting. She is interested in 
Accounting Information Systems and Financial Accounting.

Yanthi Rumbina Ianova Hutagaol • Completed her Ph.D degree in Accounting and Finance at the 
University of Glasgow, UK. During her Ph.D study, she also worked as a Teaching and Research 
Assistant in the Department of Accounting & Finance, in the University of Glasgow. Her research 
interests are accounting valuation and company disclosures. She presented and published her 
papers in several international conferences and nationally accredited journals.

Tatum Syarifah Adiningrum • Began teaching academic English and study overseas preparation
at the Indonesia Australia Language Foundation, a nonprofit institution in Surabaya, where she
was exposed to cross–cultural problems faced by Indonesian students overseas, including the 
problem of plagiarism. She received an Australian Development Scholarship in 2006, and
completed a master’s degree in Education Leadership and Management at Flinders University 
in South Australia in 2008. Her coursework project was ‘Indonesian Postgraduate Students’ 
Understanding of Plagiarism’.

Tara Farina Srihadi • Pursued her undergraduate and graduate degrees in Statistics and 
Operations Research at the University of Technology in Sydney, Australia. She is completing 
a doctoral degree in Business Management in Marketing at the Institut Pertanian Bogor. Prior 
to joining BINUS INTERNATIONAL, she had seven years of senior management experience in 
treasury at PT General Motors Indonesia, a subsidiary company of General Motors. Her research 
interests include service marketing and tourism.

Sukma Putra • He completed his master degree in Education (Leadership and Management) at 
Flinders University of South Australia. Previously he was in various positions in Australia Awards 
Indonesia (a prestigious scholarship programs funded by the Australian Government that aims 
to enhance the development of the recipient country). In 2010, he successfully developed a 
pilot project for Australia Awards in terms of managing 200 Australia Awards prominent alumni 
in Indonesia focusing in development areas such as food security, health, education, poverty 
reduction, energy and innovation of technology and infrastructure.

Windu Wahyudi Yusuf • MA, Center for Religious and Cross-Cultural Studies, Universitas Gadjah 
Mada, 2013BA, International Relations, Universitas Gadjah Mada, 2008.
Windu W. Yusuf is a film critic, co-founder of Cinema Poetica, writer and translator. He worked 
for many years at Kinoki, a Jogjakarta-based arthouse theatre and popular education center for 
cinema (2005-2011). He still regularly organizes and teaches workshops on film criticism with 
Cinema Poetica. His ongoing reserach is about contemporary biographical films in post-New 
Order Indonesia.  
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Alanda Kariza, SE • "I was lucky to be offered a 
scholarship to study in BINUS INTERNATIONAL even 
before I graduated from high school. Although I was also 
admitted in a public university, I chose to study in BINUS 
INTERNATIONAL instead, because I would like to have 
the international exposure that BINUS INTERNATIONAL 
provides. In the past 3 years, I have been able to experience 
what other Indonesians experience abroad, including 
studying in English as all classes are taught in English, 
meeting foreign students, participating in international 
events, as well as other opportunities. I personally feel that 
I don’t fit in the Indonesian education system, therefore 
BINUS INTERNATIONAL was the best thing that could 
happen in my academic life, because it helped me go 
through my university years, in a non–Indonesian style. 
However, it still integrates Indonesian culture in its daily 
activities, which is also crucial." 
Alumni	International	Business	–	Graduation	2013	•
Ass. Brand Manager – PT. Unilever Indonesia, Tbk.

Victor Osman, S.Kom., MIB • "I chose BINUS INTERNATIONAL 
because I knew from the start I needed and I wanted to be in an 
international standard education with international environment to 
help me pursue my goals in life. Thus, I chose BINUS INTERNATIONAL. 
I chose the Information Systems and International Business course 
because I have always been interested in business especially 
international business. All the lecturers are really nice, helpful and 
friendly. They're very welcoming and they always help me with 
anything I need. Also I love the facilities and ambience." 
Alumni	Information	Systems	–	Graduation	2009	•
Entrepreneur, The Palace Jewelry

"I have been able to experience what other Indonesians 
experience abroad, including studying in English as all 
classes are taught in English, meeting foreign students, 
participate in international events, as well as other 
opportunities."

Testimonials

Andrian Kurniady, S.Kom. • “A few years ago, my decision to enroll in BINUS 
INTERNATIONAL was based on two considerations: the courses were in English 
and I generally liked the curriculum presented. When I finished my study, I found 
that I had got what I expected from the university in those two areas.

With a strong foundation set in place, I have landed a good job in one of the 
best IT companies in the world and I am able to connect with my colleagues
from international backgrounds with ease.

I had a great learning experience when I participated in numerous programming 
competitions, both national and international, thanks to the support of BINUS 
INTERNATIONAL. I am convinced that the study experience provided by BINUS 
INTERNATIONAL is still the best I can get in Indonesia.”
Alumni	Computer	Science	–	Graduation	2009	• 
Senior Software Engineer – Google Australia, Pty. Ltd.

Aucky Pratama • "BINUS INTERNATIONAL's International Accounting and 
Finance program prepared me to enter the competitive international workplace 
as a complete professional with the right exposure to the continuously changing 
environment of the domestic, regional and global markets. It was without a doubt 
one of the most important and challenging learning experiences in my life. "
Alumni	Accounting	–	Graduation	2007	• 
Executive Director - ASEAN Federation of Accountants
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Agustina Hermanto • "I've had a great 
study experience during my program in 
BINUS International, as instead of only 
theory the lecturers taught us how to 
implement the knowledge in our future 
working lives. It was beneficial to be 
an Information Systems student as I 
graduated with adequate computer and 
business skills.”
Alumni Information Systems - 
Graduation 2014 - Entrepreneur

Caroline Herlina, SE • "Studying in BINUS 
INTERNATIONAL helped me get international 
exposure and experience which I found 
fascinating. There was so much to learn and so 
much fun to be had.

The experiences inside and outside the 
classroom in BINUS INTERNATIONAL were 
beyond my expectations. I was blessed to have 
such a supportive campus."
Alumni	Marketing	–	Graduation	2014	• 
Ass. Brand Manager – P&G

Intan H. Nugroho • "Why did I choose BINUS 
INTERNATIONAL? One of the reasons is because all the 
courses are conducted in English so that I don’t have to 
send my daughter abroad. The other reason why I chose 
BINUS INTERNATIONAL is because BINUS is proven in 
producing qualified and reliable graduates."  
Parent	•	TVRI

Vania Ivena Kurniawan • "I am having a fantastic time 
learning film in BINUS INTERNATIONAL. Studying and 
learning about film and filmmaking is a very fun process. 
Not only that, while studying film, we’ve met and been 
taught directly by well–known Indonesian filmmakers. 
I have enjoyed the year that I’ve experienced in BINUS 
INTERNATIONAL’s film major, and I am looking forward to 
the years ahead studying film and filmmaking."
Student Film – BINUSIAN 2015

Dara Andriani • “I am really happy and 
satisfied with BINUS INTERNATIONAL. 
I get to attend many useful and 
informative lectures from professional 
guest speakers. I am also able to share 
experiences and study with classmates 
from all around the world.“
Student Communication –
BINUSIAN 2016

Erik Stern • "I am very pleased with the students and 
recruiting staff from BINUS INTERNATIONAL. The 
latter facilitated the recruitment process, meeting our 
needs in terms of students and process. The former 
impressed us. The students have a strong accounting 
background and excellent English skills. They shout 
motivation and enthusiasm. We planned to hire 1–2 
graduates. We ended up employed 4.

Our new recruits excite us. We believe that they will 
have a long and distinguished career with us, whether 
in Indonesia, Southeast Asia, or globally. If they desire 
American business school, we plan for the very best to 
enroll them. We are pleased that they have decided to 
launch their careers with us.

This is only the beginning of our relationship with 
BINUS International. We look forward to hiring many 
more whilst participating in the education of the 
student body, through guest lecturing." 
CEO of Stern Stewart & Co.

"I am very pleased with the students and 
recruiting staff from BINUS INTERNATIONAL"
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TABLE OF MAJORS & STREAMING 2016/2017 
BINUS INTERNATIONAL

Business
Information

Systems

•	Faculty	of	Computing	&	Media

•	International	Trade

•	Information	Technology

•	Computer	and	Information	Sciences

•	Business	Information	Systems

•	Digital	Business	Information	Technology

  & Commerce

•	Master	Track	Information	Technology	&				 	

 Commerce

BINUS DegreeSingle Double Partner Degree

DEGREE
STREAMINGMAJOR

•	Bachelor	of	Information	Systems	(B.Sc	Hons)	from	Northumbria	University,	United	Kingdom

•	Master	of	Commerce	in	Business	from	Macquarie	University,	Sydney,	Australia

S.Kom.

S.Kom.

S.Kom.

•

•
•
•

Communications •	Public	Relations

•	Journalism

•	Entertainment	Communications

•	Bachelor	of	Arts	(BA	Hons.)	from	Northumbria	University,	Newcastle	upon	Tyne,	United	Kingdom

•	Bachelor	of	Arts	(BA	Hons.)	from	Northumbria	University,	Newcastle	upon	Tyne,	United	Kingdom

•	Bachelor	of	Arts	(BA	Hons.)	from	Northumbria	University,	Newcastle	upon	Tyne,	United	Kingdom

S.I.Kom.

S.I.Kom.

S.I.Kom.

•
•
•

•
•
•

Film •	Film	Production •	Bachelor	of	Arts	(BA	Hons.)	from	Northumbria	University,	Newcastle	upon	Tyne,	United	KingdomS.Sn.• •

S.Kom.

S.Kom.

S.Kom.

S.Kom. &  BSc (Hons)

S.Kom. &  BSc (Hons)

S.Kom. &  BSc (Hons)

S.Kom. & B.Info.Tech

S.Kom. & B.Info.Tech

S.Kom. & B.Info.Tech

S.Kom. & B.Info.Tech

S.Kom. & B.Info.Tech

S.Kom. & B.Info.Tech

S.Kom. & B.Comp.Sc.

S.Kom. & B.Comp.Sc.

S.Kom. & B.Comp.Sc.

S.Kom. & B.Comp.Sc.

Computer
Science 

•	General	Computer	Science

•	Pervasive	Games	Technology

•	Pervasive	Computer	Security

•	Computer	Science

•	Computer	Science	with	Artificial	Intelligence

•	Software	Engineering

•	Application	Programming

•	Business	Applications

•	Multimedia	Design

•	Network	Programming

•	System	Administration

•	Web	Systems

•	Games	Development

•	Digital	Security

•	Enterprise	Systems

•	Software	Engineering

•	Bachelor	of	Science	(B.Sc.	Hons.)	from	Nottingham	University,	United	Kingdom

•	Bachelor	of	Science	(B.Sc.	Hons.)	from	Nottingham	University,	United	Kingdom

•	Bachelor	of	Science	(B.Sc.	Hons.)	from	Nottingham	University,	United	Kingdom

•	Bachelor	of	Information	Technology	(B.Info.Tech.)	from	RMIT	University,	Australia

•	Bachelor	of	Information	Technology	(B.Info.Tech.)	from	RMIT	University,	Australia

•	Bachelor	of	Information	Technology	(B.Info.Tech.)	from	RMIT	University,	Australia

•	Bachelor	of	Information	Technology	(B.Info.Tech.)	from	RMIT	University,	Australia

•	Bachelor	of	Information	Technology	(B.Info.Tech.)	from	RMIT	University,	Australia

•	Bachelor	of	Information	Technology	(B.Info.Tech.)	from	RMIT	University,	Australia

•	Bachelor	of	Computer	Science	(B.Comp.Sc.)	from	University	of	Wollongong,	Australia

•	Bachelor	of	Computer	Science	(B.Comp.Sc.)	from	University	of	Wollongong,	Australia

•	Bachelor	of	Computer	Science	(B.Comp.Sc.)		from	University	of	Wollongong,	Australia

•	Bachelor	of	Computer	Science	(B.Comp.Sc.)	from	University	of	Wollongong,	Australia

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•	Bachelor	of	Arts	in	International	Business	(BA)	from	Cologne	Business	School,	Germany

•	Bachelor	of	Information	Technology	(BIT)	from	Queensland	University	of	Technology,	Australia

•	Bachelor	of	Computer	and	Information	Sciences	(BCIS)	from	Auckland	University	of	Technology,	 
 New Zealand

S.Kom.

S.Kom.

S.Kom.

•

•
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Business 
Management & 

Marketing

•	Faculty	of	Business

International 
Accounting & Finance

•	Marketing

•	International	Business

•	Accounting	&	Finance

•	Accounting	&	International	Business

•	Master	Track	Program

•	Bachelor	of	Business	in	Marketing	(B.Bus)	from	Queensland	University	of	Technology,
 Brisbane, Australia 

•	The	University	of	New	South	Wales,	Australia	and	Victoria	University	of	Wellington, 
 New Zealand

•	Bachelor	of	Arts	in	International	Business	(BA)	from	Cologne	Business	School,	Germany

•	Various	master	programs	in	Macquarie	University,	Sydney,	Australia	&	IESEG,	France

SE

SE

SE

BINUS DegreeSingle Double Partner Degree

DEGREE
STREAMINGMAJOR

•
•

•

•

•

•	International	Management	Accounting SE•

•	International	Trade

•	European	Management
•	Bachelor	of	Arts	(BA)	in	International	Business	from	Cologne	Business	School,	Germany	•

•

SE

SE

SE

SE

•	Management	Studies

•	International	Marketing

•	Bachelor	of	Business	Administration	(BBA)	from	Saxion	University	of	Applied	Science,
 Deventer, Holland 

•
•

SE

SE

•	Strategic	Marketing

•	Digital	Marketing
•	Study	Abroad	Program	at	Overseas	Partner	is	recommended		

•
•

SE

SE

•	Master	Fast	Track	in
 Marketing or in Business

•	Master	of	Commerce	in	Marketing	or	Master	of	Commerce	in	Business	from	Macquarie	University,		
 Sydney, Australia•SE

International
Business

•	Bachelor	of	Commerce	(B.Com.)	from	The	University	of	New	South	Wales,	Australia

•	Bachelor	of	Arts	in	International	Business	(BA	Hons.)	from	Bournemouth	University, 
 United Kingdom

•	Bachelor	of	Commerce	(B.Com.)	from	Victoria	University	of	Wellington,	New	Zealand

•	Bachelor	of	Arts	in	International	Business	(BA)	from	Cologne	Business	School,	Germany

•

•

•

•

•	Commerce

•	Business	and	Management

•	International	Business	& 
 Marketing Management

•	International	Trade

SE

SE

SE

SE

•	Bachelor	of	Arts	in	International	Business	(BA)	from	Cologne	Business	School,	Germany••	European	Management SE

•	Business	in	China •	Bachelor	of	Business	Administration	(B.BA)	from	International	College,	Ningbo	University,	ChinaSE •

•	Business	in	ASEAN
•	Study	abroad	partner	of	International	Business	program
•	Student	exchange	partner	of	BINUS	International

SE•
•	Master	Track	 SE• •	Master	Grande	Ecole	(Master	of	Commerce)	from	IESEG	School	of	Management,	France,	Paris	&	Lille

•	Study	Abroad	1	semester

•	International	Internship	1	semester

•	International	Immersion	(short	program)
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> BINUS INTERNATIONAL Entry Requirements 2016/2017

•	Passing	BINUS	INTERNATIONAL			
 Entrance Test
•	International	TOEFL	score	of
 550 or better
•	Test	of	Written	English	score	of
 4.0 or better
•	Official	IELTS	6.5	overall	or
 better WITH 5.5 for Writing    
 Module or better

OR

•	Official	iBT	(Internet	Based	 
 TOEFL) of 80 overall or better 
 WITH 18 for Writing Module or 
 better

•	Pre	University	English
 150 hours if TOEFL scores are 
 between 500 - 549 and/or TWE 
 between 2.5 - 3.9

•	Test	of	Written	English

 (TWE)

•	BINUS	INTERNATIONAL		

 English Proficiency Test  

 (BIEPT)

•	BINUS	INTERNATIONAL

 Entrance Test:

 > Logic & Abstraction

  non verbal

 > Math Test

  (for Computer Science)

GENERAL 

REQUIREMENTS

ENTRANCE 

TEST
MAJOR

HIGH SCHOOL 

DIPLOMA*

    * Senior High Certification from Overseas or International Schools in Indonesia needs to 
    be legalized by the Department of National Education of Republic Indonesia
  ** SMK Details for Computer Science: Technology, Computing, and Design (other major 
   will be reviewed by Head of Program-Computer Science)

Business  
Information

Systems

Business  
Management
& Marketing

Communication

Computer 
Science

SMA - IPA, SMK**

All Major of SMTA

Film

International  
Business

International  
Accounting  
& Finance

All Major of SMTA

All Major of SMTA

All Major of SMTA

All Major of SMTA

All Major of SMTA
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ADMISSION
BINUS INTERNATIONAL
The Joseph Wibowo Center
Jl. Hang Lekir I No. 6, Senayan
Jakarta 10270, Indonesia
t : +62 21 720 2222
 +62 21 720 3333 ext. 8100
e : inquiry-jwc@binus.edu

http://international.binus.ac.id
Twitter : @BINUSINTL  
Facebook : BINUS INTERNATIONAL


